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Hello!  My name is Dawn Stewart, and I'm so thrilled to be visiting here at the Moda Bakeshop!  My 
normal hang out in the blogosphere is over on Spring Water Designs ~ I hope you'll stop by and visit me 
over there when you’re done here at the Bake Shop, and say Hi! We're cooking up a nice give away over 
at Spring Water Designs for all the Moda Bakers :) 
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Today, I'm sharing a cute little quilt that's perfect for crib or stroller, and because it sews up quickly 
it makes a wonderful baby shower gift.  The small 34" square size is just right for little hands to carry 
as they toddle around! 
 

 
One Moda Charm Pack of your choice ~ I used Honey Honey designed by Kate Spain 
3/8 yard of white fabric ~ I used Moda Bella Solid #9900-98 White Bleached 
2/3 yard of Coordinating fabric for outer border ~ I used Honey Honey 27140-14 Tide 
1/2 yard of Coordinating fabric for binding ~ I used Honey Honey 27147-14 Tide 
1-1/4 yard for Backing 
Piece of batting no smaller than 40" x 40"  
 

 
All seams are sewn with a 1/4" seam allowance. 
 
To begin, choose (16) of your favorite 5" charms from the pack (that's my most fun part!), and lay them 
out in four rows of four charms.  Sew them together in rows.    
Tip: Press the seam allowances of the odd rows to the left, and press the seams of the even rows to the 
right ~ this allows the seam intersections to nest together nicely.   
 

 
Take a moment to admire your cute little quilt body.   
Tip: I like to give it a quick press with a little spray starch, because... 
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...Now, you're going to take your rotary cutter and ruler and make three cuts diagonally across the 
center of the blocks as shown below (I know that's a little scary, but it's ok.  Just be cautious handling 
the cuts that you make because they are on the bias and can be a little stretchy ~ the spray starch 
helps a little with that.) 
 

 
 
Now to add the white strips to the center slashes ~ from the White Solid fabric cut two 1-1/2" strips.  
Sew one across the center slash, and cut the other white strip in half and sew those in the two smaller 
cuts.  (Lay the cut pieces right sides together on top of the white strip and center over the blocks 
below as shown below ~ just eyeball this, it's Ok if it's not exact ~ really it is!) 
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Press all the seam allowances away from the white strips so you don't see shadowing of the seam 
allowances behind the white. 
 

 
 
Next, trim the extra fabric from the white strips that hang out beyond the edges.  Use the corner of a 
ruler to square up the corners. 
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It's Ok if it's a little crooked because now you trim and square your quilt body to measure 18-1/2" 
square. 
   

 
For the first White Inner Border, cut two more 1-1/2" strips of white fabric, and sub-cut those to:  (2) 
1-1/2" x 18-1/2" strips &amp; (2) 1-1/2" x 20-1/2" strips 
 
Sew the two 18-1/2" strips to the side of the quilt body, and press away from the white strips.  Next, 
sew the two 20-1/2" strips to the top and bottom. 
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For the Pieced Inner Border, choose 21 more 5" charms from the charm pack, and cut them in half (You 
can cut more of them in half for more variety if you want, that's what I did) ~ Ultimately you will need 
(42) 2-1/2" x 5" rectangles. 
 

 
 
Now sew the half charms together end to end in (2) groups of five-long, and (2) groups of six-long.  
Here is an example of one of the five-long Inner Borders: 
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Center and sew the five-long strips to the top and bottom of the quilt.  Press the seam allowances 
towards the pieced border and away from the white fabric.  Trim off the extra fabric that sticks out 
beyond the side edges even with the sides of the quilt. 
Then, center and sew the six-long colored strips to the sides of the quilt, and again press away from 
the white Inner Border (Trim up the excess that hangs over the edges again). 
   

 
 
To add the second white inner border, cut (4) more 1-1/2" strips from the white fabric, and sub-cut 
them to:  (2) 1-1/2" x 24" strips &amp; (2) 1-1/2" x 26 strips.  (For the remaining steps, measure your 
quilt before cutting the strips to length, in case your quilt size is a little different than mine due to 
variations in the 1//4" seam allowance.) 
 
Just like before, sew the shorter ones to the sides of the quilt, press away from the white, and then 
sew the longer ones to the top and bottom of the quilt.   
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From the Outer Border fabric, cut (4) 4-1/2" strips, and sub-cut them to: (2) 4-1/2" x 26" strips, and (2) 
4-1/2" x 34" strips. 
Again sew the shorter strips to the sides of the quilt.  Press toward the outer border fabric.  Then sew 
the longer strips to the top and bottom of the quilt.   
 

 
 
Now layer the quilt top with batting and backing, and quilt as you choose.  I quilted mine with diagonal 
lines in the ditch of the white inset slashes and parallel to them.    
Tip:  Use 1" wide painters tape to keep your quilted lines straight when you extend them out into the 
outer borders, so you don't have to mark your quilt top. 
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Finally, cut (4) 2-1/2" strips from the other coordinating fabric to bind your quilt.  I sewed my binding 
strips end to end and then sewed them to the front of the quilt all around the edge using my walking 
foot, and then turned the binding to the back and hand stitched it down to the back of the quilt ~ but 
you can bind it in any method that you wish!  
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One 34" x 34" Honey-Sweet little quilt to cuddle up and take a nap with :) 

 
 
Enjoy the day and happy New Year! 
 
Dawn Stewart 
{springwaterdesigns.blogspot.com}  
 
 
 


